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Abstract
This report documents the programme and the outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 16341 on “Integrating Process-Oriented and Event-Based Systems”, which took place August 21–26, 2016, at
Schloss Dagstuhl – Leibniz Center for Informatics. The seminar brought together researchers and
practitioners from the communities that have been established for research on process-oriented
information systems on the one hand, and event-based systems on the other hand. By exploring
the use of processes in event handling (from the distribution of event processing to the assessment
of event data quality), the use of events in processes (from rich event semantics in processes to
support for flexible BPM), and the role of events in process choreographies, the seminar identified
the diverse connections between the scientific fields. This report summarises the outcomes of the
seminar by reviewing the state-of-the-art and outlining research challenges on the intersection of
process-oriented and event-based systems.
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Background and Motivation
Process-oriented information systems are software systems that execute and manage a process,
broadly defined as a coordinated execution of actions to achieve a certain goal. As such,
they support Business Process Management (BPM) initiatives. Process-oriented systems
have been traditionally used in domains such as business process automation, enterprise
application integration, and collaborative work. Recently, there has also been a significant
uptake of process-oriented information systems in transportation, logistics, and medical
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infrastructures – domains that impose new challenges in terms of system reactivity and
adaptability. Here, trends such as sensing of data (e.g., based on RFID technology) and
advancing system integration (driven by technical standards such as EPCglobal) represent
opportunities to strengthen the event-perspective in process-oriented systems in order to
achieve more flexible and comprehensive process control.
Event-based systems, in turn, have been put forward to integrate heterogeneous systems
in a flexible and scalable manner by separating communication from application logic. These
systems provide interaction models, mechanisms for routing events between components,
and techniques for the detection of composite events, i.e., for Complex Event Processing
(CEP). Although event-based systems are typically positioned as general-purpose technology,
they have found their way into many applications where event generation is comparatively
deterministic and follows structured behaviour. In domains such as transportation, logistics,
and the medical sector, events handled by event-based systems stem from the execution of
processes, which are partially supported by process-oriented information systems. Exploiting
the process-perspective, therefore, promises to lead to advancements in the design, analysis,
and optimisation of event-based systems.
The increasing overlap of application scenarios that involve concepts and techniques of
process-oriented as well as event-based systems, however, is only marginally supported by
exchange and convergence of the related research fields. Strong communities have been
established for research on either type of system. Yet, due to the missing link between
these communities, manifold opportunities for ground-breaking research and broad impact in
industry are missed out. Research efforts related to the underlying theory as well as specific
platforms are duplicated and similar approaches are developed in both communities.
Breaking this disconnect had been the goal that the seminar aimed to achieve by identifying
the links between conceptual models, formal analysis methods, and engineering techniques
developed for either type of system.
Seminar Structure
Given that seminar attendees came from two rather disconnected communities, the first day
of the seminar featured four tutorials to establish a joint understanding of essential concepts
and terminology. First, Alessandro Margara presented an overview of the basic techniques to
manage streams of events. Mathias Weske then gave a primer on BPM, elaborating on the
main concepts, models, and the role of events for process management. An advanced view
on techniques for event processing was given by Alejandro Buchmann. Stefanie Rinderle-Ma
closed this part of the seminar with a tutorial on management, utilisation, and analysis of
instance data in distributed process management.
The remainder of the seminar week was centred on break-out sessions, in which participants
worked on particular topics on the intersection of process-oriented and event-based systems.
In these working groups, participants discussed the relevant state-of-the-art and identified
the research challenges under a near-, mid-, or long-term perspective. In addition, there were
two sessions in which seminar participants gave a very short overview of their recent research
work.
Topics and Key Challenges
The working groups focussed on a diverse set of topics, highlighting the key challenges that
need to be addressed:
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Event Models for BPM: Semantics of Events and Patterns. Starting from the observation that event models are well-established in both BPM and CEP and that their
coupling has obvious benefits, the challenge relates to the question of how events can
guide the evolution or adaptation of process instances.
Towards Automatic Event-Based Monitoring of Processes. Event-based monitoring of processes is influenced by the availability of patterns, the consequences of monitoring results,
and the integration of contextual information. These dimensions render it particularly
challenging to comprehensively discover and utilise patterns for process monitoring.
Patterns and Models for Communication. The communication models underlying an eventbased middleware have diverse implications for the interplay of processes and event
patterns – and a major challenge is the identification of requirements that are imposed
by process scenarios on communication models.
Choreographies and Inter-Process Correlation. Common languages for the description of
interacting processes lack capabilities for the specification of event-based processing. The
challenge is to develop a better grounding of choreography languages and enable analysis
of the information flow between processes.
Abstraction Levels: Processes versus Events. Observing that methods in BPM mainly
proceed top-down, whereas event processing is often approached bottom-up, a key
challenge is the identification of the right abstraction level on which concepts and
methods shall be integrated.
Context in Events and Processes. The context of a process may influence event processing,
and the context as materialised in complex events impacts the execution of a process.
Yet, a suitable representation and dynamic evolution of context information is an open
research challenge.
Integrated Platforms for BPM & CEP. The integration of traditional BPM or CEP engines
promises accelerated application development and lower maintenance cost. To attain
this end, the challenge of developing a unified model for events and processes, enabling
well-grounded architectural decisions, needs to be addressed.
(Highly) Distributed Processes & The Role of Events. Events and processes can both be
handled in a centralised or distributed infrastructure and open challenges relate to the
tradeoffs regarding trustworthiness, reliability, and scalability.
Event Data Quality. Event data may be uncertain, which needs to be reflected in processes
that are influenced by these events. The challenge is how to capture such uncertainty
and make explicit how it influences decision making on the level of the process.
From Event Streams to Process Models and Back. Event patterns and processes are typically concerned with events on different levels of abstractions, which can be bridged only
on the basis of a unifying formal model. Further challenges arise from the imprecision of
event definitions in processes and the expressiveness of CEP languages when capturing
procedural behaviour.
Compliance, Audit, Privacy and Security. Compliance checking of business processes may
benefit from CEP systems and BPM tools may be useful to express service level agreements
in event-based systems. Challenges, however, are methods for a structured integration of
BPM and CEP technology and their alignment with informal compliance requirements.
Main Recommendations
From the discussions and the exchange of ideas during the workshop, a set of recommendations
was able to be distilled in order to materialise the benefits of integrating process-oriented
and event-based systems.
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Build a community around BPM and CEP. The topics on the intersection of processoriented and event-based systems provide a rich field for high-impact research. The
number and diversity of open research questions call for a long-term research initiative, so
that a respective community needs to be built up. To achieve this, it is recommended that
joint workshops be initiated at the flagship conferences in either field, the BPM conference
and the DEBS conference, and to evaluate potential co-location of the conferences in
future.
Start research on integrated models. For many of the aforementioned challenges, the lack
of integrated models, in which processes and events are first-class citizens, turns out to be
a major issue. Research shall be devoted to creating such models, clarifying which basic
notions of events exist, and considering the semantics of distributed event generation.
Facilitate joint research. Joint research is currently hindered not only by the disconnect of
the research communities, but also by a lack of a common set of standard concepts in
either community. There is a need for concise overviews of the most important concepts
and methods in either field, e.g., by means of standard textbooks. Researchers from one
field need to be able to quickly gather the level of understanding of the other field that is
required for joint research initiatives.
Engage industry. The integration of process-oriented and event-based systems is driven
by particular domains, such as logistics, health, and mobility. The prioritisation of
challenges and the evaluation of developed solutions critically depends on the involvement
of industrial partners from these domains. As such, it is recommended to reach out to
industry to develop evaluation scenarios and benchmark datasets. One viable means for
this are the research proposals on the EU and national levels that involve BPM and CEP
experts from both academia and industry.
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Event Models for BPM: Semantics of Events and Patterns and
Formal Methods for Reasoning on Events in the BPM Context
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GR), Annika M. Hinze (University of Waikato, NZ), Ken Moody (University of Cambridge,
GB), Wolfgang Reisig (HU Berlin, DE), Stefanie Rinderle-Ma (Universität Wien, AT), Stijn
Vansummeren (Free University of Brussels, BE), and Matthias Weidlich (HU Berlin, DE)
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Event models are well known in the complex event processing (CEP) area, while process
models are well known in the business process management (BPM) area. The combination
of both is beneficial and promising but it is facing several challenges.
The benefits can be shown along three examples. First, in the field of logistics, phenomena
such as missed connections, congestions, technical problems or strikes may impact on the
timely arrival of trucks at a destination. Transportation itself is thus dealing with much
uncertainty. Uncertainties are broadly investigated in the area of event processing, however
not in process models or process instance definitions. A second example is that of discovering
event patterns in order to predict hazardous situations (e.g., in forestry or mining) [1]. If
no event logs exist that can be mined for event pattern discovery, patterns may have to be
derived with incomplete information about adverse events (e.g., fatal accidents). Exploring
the involved work processes may provide helpful information about events to monitor. Third,
for care processes, uncertainties such as exceptional patient conditions might trigger therapy
adaptations. Here, event models might be helpful in order to support nurses in deciding on
which adaptation to apply.
From the CEP perspective the examples include two modelling topics: the modelling of
time, and the modelling of uncertainty. Issues concerning the modelling of time include the
meaning of time-points itself (do they represent application time, detection time, processing
time?) [2] and the nature of time associated to events (e.g., is it a single time-point or
an interval?) [3]. Uncertainty in events (e.g., due to noisy sensor readings or unreliable
network transmission) can be managed and modelled by associating probabilities to events,
and calculating derive probabilities for complex events [4]. In BPM, events are used to
represent milestones, trigger instantiation, define deadlines, specify message exchange or
communication and many more [5]. For this a simplistic definition of events is sufficient. It
defines a discrete, atomic occurrence of a happening. However, we have to exclude events
from the process model that can not be defined. The process model itself determines the exact
execution, not allowing for executions that have not been defined. Furthermore, adaptive
processes have been investigated in BPM [6, 7, 8]. User support for process adaptations has
been addressed by few works [9, 10], but the treatment and utilisation of event models has
not been considered yet.
We can benefit from the combination of both worlds in the following ways:
Events trigger changes on the instance or process level
Event classes in a process model are a means to abstract from the exact definition of an
event and the production is moved to event pattern in CEP
Probabilities may be introduced in process models to enrich them
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Temporal constraints allow for more flexible ways of handling event occurrences, e.g.,
through the use of intervals
Consider rich event structures in process models
Use process models as structured context for CEP and event pattern definitions
Derived from this we define the specific challenges:
Guided process instance adaptation: How can events be used to guide process instance
adaptation? Can we use event classes? How to identify them? How to identify the levels
of abstraction?
Events change states of entities, while this state determines processing: How can we
understand the change of properties as an event which triggers/influences the process
instances and determines the flow?
Event context through processes: Can the process give more context that can be used
to define pattern better? Can process knowledge give sense to situations that you discover
with event processing? How does it help in the discovery of events?
References
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3.2

Compliance, Audit, Privacy and Security
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Applications must demonstrate compliance with policy, law and regulation. Audit is a
means of achieving this. Regulations often concern privacy and security. In this space,
there is a number of challenges and opportunities for the integration of process-oriented and
event-based systems.
Reviewing the state-of-the-art, we observe that business process compliance has been
concerned with checking/enforcing policies over business process models (design time, e.g., [4])
or process executions, mostly in the form of examination of event logs and traces (e.g., runtime
monitoring, see survey in [3]). Security of business processes is often concerned with access
control and anomaly detection, see survey in [2]. In event-based systems, there has been
research on access control (AC) e.g., via parametrised RBAC [1] at the application level. AC
is also well-established in the field of Business Process Management (BPM).
Near-term research challenges and opportunities in this space relate to the processing of
audit logs, where engines for Complex Event Processing (CEP) may turn out to be a useful
tool. BPM tools, in turn, may provide a useful means of expressing policies in event-based
systems. Furthermore, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are imposed on CEP engines, such
as the requirement to provide composite event detection within a particular deadline, e.g.,
stock quote matching. There is the potential to impose similar SLAs on process-oriented
systems.
Mid-term challenges relate to the observation that event-based systems tend to be
developed ad hoc, and likewise are their application-level access control policies. BPM
provides rich access control context that might be used to enrich access control within
event-based systems. For example, principals’ connections to process and task instances may
carry across usefully to parameterised access control systems and enforcement of constraints
such as Dynamic Separation of Duties (DSoD).
In the long run, a major challenge is that law is hard to translate into policy, both
through being expressed in natural language, and interpreted within case law. There will
be an increasing need for automation of enforcing and demonstrating compliance, given the
emerging domains of Cloud Computing and the Internet of Things. Policies will need to be
expressed and interpreted by machines at run-time, and be able to be validated against the
law as it stands.
In terms of application logic the combination of different rules is a problem—policies
may conflict at run-time. Conflict detection and resolution is difficult. Conflict may arise for
many reasons, such as incorrect policy specification, an inability to meet obligations, or due
to unexpected context.
Applications and audit logs are increasingly cloud hosted. While cloud tenants hold the
legal responsibility, they do not have technical control over what cloud service providers are
doing, and there is no transparency. For example, access to audit logs must be controlled.
Also, they may be copied across international boundaries and jurisdictions.
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The dynamic interplay between event processing and process modelling was discussed along
three dimensions, using a logistics example for illustration.
D1. Pattern discovery vs. Monitoring of known patterns
Pattern discovery is typically done once sufficient data is available (e.g., on event logs [18])
and rarely online while monitoring is done online. Online “event” discovery may be relevant
in the case of many parallel event sources or in emergency situations that cannot rely on
available event logs. Pattern discovery is typically done either via a process norm, i.e.,
detecting if a process deviates from expectation or via a process goal, i.e., prediction of
success or failure of a process. For instance, the typical patterns of events about a delivery
truck driving from A to B can be identified in an unsupervised manner, while supervised
pattern learning requires labelling the event sequences to indicate whether the activity
execution had positive or negative outcomes [10] (e.g., shipment activities that respectively
delivered on time or delayed [9]). Once desired patterns are known, event streams are then
evaluated online to identify the occurrence of these patterns. However, on-the-fly adaptation
of the monitoring pattern may be necessary.
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D2. Monitoring for adaptation vs. adaptive monitoring
Monitoring for adaptation aims to identify events that then trigger changes in the business
process. While the announcement is on the process level, the adaptation is carried out on the
instance level. For example, if a parcel delivery misses a shipping deadline, it may have to be
redirected to go via train. For event processing, this kind of monitoring and action triggering
is business as usual (e.g., change of flow depending on event sources and sinks). In contrast,
monitoring adaptively is an event processing issue that can be guided by business process
information. For example, the closer to the ETA of a delivery by truck, the more frequently
the traffic situation needs to be monitored. Relevant information from processes could be:
patterns to be monitored, constraints (deadlines, tolerance to false positives or negatives),
utility functions, acceptable levels of monitoring, monitoring intervals, monitoring points,
QoS as foundation to manage automatic adaptation. Changes in the monitoring may then
be made, e.g., to the frequency or granularity of monitoring [5], the observed source of events
and streams [2], the monitoring points within the process [1], and to variables and rules [6].
D3. Use of context for integration vs. context awareness for decision support
Context knowledge can drive the integration of heterogeneous sources. For example, instead
of monitoring each parcel inside a container, the container ID is used to identify events of
interest, and later the truck transporting the container. Without context knowledge, such
integrations would not be possible. Context and situation awareness may enhance decision
support, e.g., in the selecting between two alternative process paths [8]. When it is known
that a thunderstorm may impair airplane landings, the shipment could be transported via
truck instead.
Open Challenges
We thus envision the following open challenges, classified by their assessed time scope:
1. Using automatically discovered patterns in online monitoring of BPMSs (short-term)
2. Leveraging process background knowledge for pattern discovery (short-term)
3. Leveraging context to drive the integration of heterogeneous sources (short-term)
4. Monitoring events to guide process adaptation (mid-term)
5. Process information to guide the monitoring adaptation (mid-term)
6. Discovery of patterns at runtime (long-term)
7. Leveraging context and situation awareness to enhance decision support (long-term)
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Communication in processes, in particular by means of events, has many implicit effects
on the modelled process, which are typically disregarded. Often many assumptions are
implicit, e.g. it is assumed that the services are always on or all events are eventually received.
Blocking communication may prevent processes from making progress if the expected event
fails to occur. Counter measures like timeouts introduce assumptions on the timeliness of a
communication system which may not be supported by a communication middleware. In
general the behaviour of processes is affected by the behaviour of the middleware. The
concrete properties of a middleware are often not exposed and are thus unclear for the
process modeller. This poses an important source for badly specified processes and erroneous
deviations of the process execution from the intended process behaviour.
For example, consider the process to collect votes for deciding on the public money to
spend on a big project such as the Stuttgart 21 underground train station. Each admitted
voter can send a vote and in addition update the vote within a given voting period. The
process modelled in Figure 1 is underspecified in several ways: best effort delivery of events,
reordered messages as well as timeouts may impose all changes to the number of votes
collected.
Therefore it will be important to reflect these properties during process modelling. This
will enable process modelling implementation/design to opt for a particular middleware, based

Figure 1 Patterns and Models for Communication.
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on the provided properties. The requirement specification for the process model may need
to be mapped to the lower level specification of the communication middleware. Although
there are works addressing failure models and formal specifications of middleware properties,
e.g. [3, 1], there seems to be a significant modelling gap in connecting the middleware and
the process layer. In closing this gap, several mid- and long-term challenges are arising.
A first challenge detected is to collect the right terms to assert the requirements or conditions that are imposed over communication. This is identified as a short-term challenge, given
that it should be a starting point for middleware requirement specification. Consequently, a
mid-term challenge is to provide a way for exposing middleware properties to the process modeller. Tasks like reliability and latency are today left out of the process modelling, given that
modellers do not take into account the characteristics of the middleware. Another mid-term
challenge is to understand that these specifications may affect (positively or negatively) the
verification of processes. For example, requiring that events arrive in order provides certain
guarantees on consistency; whereas an out of order arrival of a process could impact the
process (e.g. loss of information). Once the previous problems are understood, a long term
challenge would be to automatically determine from process descriptions suitable middleware
components that are compliant, provide a good (or optimal) set of QoS guarantees, and to
minimise the cost for deployment and execution. Such components may be available at a
marketplace that offers appropriate components, building tools, and methods for dynamic
adaptations, e.g. transitions between middleware components [SHK+15].
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Choreographies enable modelling inter-organisational processes [9]. The idea is to abstract
from the processes of each organisation and provide a global view. There are multiple
choreography languages available, which offer two different modelling styles: interaction
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models and interconnection models [8]. In interaction models (‘choreography diagrams’ in
BPMN 2.0), each message exchange is made atomic, whereas in interconnection models
(‘collaboration diagrams’ in BPMN 2.0), the abstract process of each participant is shown.
There are various studies on the expressiveness of the languages (e.g., [5, 2]). For implementing
choreographies, each participant can be implemented using processes, web services, or other
approaches [3]. We see advantages in also considering event-based systems [1] as they offer
an established technology, especially with respect to performance, scalability, community
size, and commercial support.
There exist approaches mapping (a subset of) orchestration languages [7] and declarative
process modelling languages [6] to event-based systems. Choreography modelling languages
lack advanced event-based concepts, such as subscription and correlation between matched
events and process instances. The CASU framework [4] presents a discussion regarding
processes and instantiation. This has to be extended to the whole life-cycle of choreographies.
Moreover, the formal understanding about the relation between choreography models and
event-based implementations is missing. Finally, a holistic, systematic top-down approach
from (conceptual) choreography models to event-based (implementation) models is required.
We thus propose the following research goal for the near and far future.

3.5.1

Short-Term Goals

Extension of existing choreography modelling methods
The goal is to facilitate a systematic approach to the transformation of conceptual choreography models to models for their event-based implementation. This requires the identification and addition of missing notions in choreography modelling languages, such as
subscription, correlation, and non-functional properties. Likewise, it is necessary to extend
the methodological concepts accordingly, such as roles, steps, best practices and deliverables.
Introduction of intermediate implementation models
We aim at bridging the gap between conceptual models and their implementation. To this
end, we propose to introduce an intermediate model, establishing a clear relation between a
conceptual model and its implementation.
Identification of evaluation goals
The developed concepts have to be evaluated and validated. We aim to bring up concrete
evaluation scenarios, concepts, and performance indicators to ensure a scientifically grounded
evaluation.

3.5.2

Mid-Term Goals

Analysis
Analysis aspects regarding information flow have to be developed. For example, it should be
ensured by the analysis that partners that do not directly interact do not gain additional
information. The goal is to identify relevant analysis questions and to answer them. This
includes concrete classical correctness and completeness properties.
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Crisp simplistic theoretical foundation
The semantics of both the extended choreography language and event-based systems have to
be formally defined. This enables formal analysis techniques to answer the analysis questions
raised above.

3.5.3

Long-Term Goals

Increased level of automation
The mapping between the choreography model, the intermediate model and the event-based
implementation should be as automatic as possible. At least, a skeleton of the intermediate
model should be derived from the choreography model.
Implementation of logic as event-based systems
An approach to move choreography logic into event-based systems should be developed,
preserving BPM benefits such as monitoring and analysis. Both the internal logic and the
logic of the called services itself should be moved into event-based systems.
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3.6.1

How to characterise and compare processes versus events?

Modelling
In general, process management follows the top-down approach where we start from a business
goal and then model and execute the activities required to achieve it. So the outcome of
a process would be the actions that are taken and the goal that is fulfilled collectively by
those actions. Event processing typically follows a bottom-up approach where we start with
the raw events and aggregate them based on some specific patterns or rules. Thus, the
outcome of event processing are higher level or complex events. Though this aggregation
may take time due to event buffering, simple events occur instantaneously. Processes (and
their activities) instead have a duration. Processes model complete state machines, while
events focus on transitions. From a graph representation perspective, processes correspond
to nodes while events are on the edges. Unlike the arbitrary (though directed) topology
structure for processes, the graph topology for event aggregation can be very well depicted
by a tree structure. So far, process models are targeted towards the business analysts and
the CEP developers take care of specifying the event hierarchies.
Runtime execution
Both process and event processing performance is measured in terms of latency and throughput. Scalability may depend on: number of process instances, size of process models, number
of users versus number of rules and number of event types and stream sources. Both facilitate
building flexible systems as processes can be dynamically adapted and evolved. Likewise, the
set of CEP rules can be changed on the fly. In terms of monitoring, processes are concerned
with the progress of their execution and give an explicit and persistent representation of
their state and execution history, which could also ease debugging and testing. While (some)
process engines offer transactional guarantees to deal with outages during the execution of
processes, it remains to be seen whether process or event engines can be safely introduced
within a safety critical system.

3.6.2

How are processes and events connected?

Processes are triggered by events. Processes catch events, which will produce a transition of
their execution state and trigger the execution of further activities and the emission of events
following the control flow structure of the process model. Events are consumed or produced
by processes. Process start, process completion, and many other intermediate events can be
explicitly represented in a process model. Low-level events produced during the execution of
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a process and its activities can be logged and used for monitoring, auditing, etc. In general,
the execution semantics of a process model corresponds to a partial order of events.

3.6.3

What are some challenges to integrate processes and events on a
conceptual level?

How to find the suitable abstraction level for different modelling goals (time, space, cost)?
How to deal with conflicting sources in large-scale systems integration? How to handle
unexpected events? The “serious” Smart City scenario may provide a suitable challenging
context to evaluate integrated event/process platforms.

3.7
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Context-aware computing was discussed by Schilit and Theimer in 1994 to be software that
“adapts according to its location of use, the collection of nearby people and objects, as well as
changes to those objects over time”. In other words, context is the model of the environment
that provides shared knowledge useful for the processes or event patterns at hand. For
instance, the currency of a financial transaction depends on the country in which a process
or an event pattern is executed: abstracting the concept of currency and modelling it as
part of the context can help to simplify the pattern or process definition, avoid duplicate
definitions and terminology ambiguity and biases. Thus, modelling context separately with
respect to the core event patterns and processes strengthens separation of concerns, eases
maintainability, and facilitates the reuse of the shared context between different processes.
Several models have been proposed in the literature that could be used as a starting point to
represent the context of processes and event patterns.
When considering the integration of business processes and event based systems, events
can provide and contribute to detect the context for the process analysis, execution and
external interaction. Similarly, processes provide the context for event pattern evaluation,
optimisation and filtering. More in detail:
The process provides the context in which event patterns operate.
The process determines which events are relevant (filtering).
The process determines if events will no longer arrive (optimisation).
The process determines validity windows for pattern detection (session windows).
The events and the situations that can be inferred through event pattern detection define
the context in which the processes operate.
Context events influence how processes make decisions (control flow).
Context events determine which process variant is selected for deployment (variability).
Context events constrain the binding of resources with activities (dynamic binding).
Context compatibility is required for event subscriptions (interop, external data flow).
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Context can provide a global state shared between multiple instances (internal data flow).
Context may impact the granularity of the monitoring events that are collected from one
or more process instances.
Challenges
Representation of context: Which formalisms and models can be adopted to represent the
context for processes and for event patterns? Are existing models adequate or we need
new formalisms? Is a single formalism sufficient to capture both the context of processes
and the context of event patterns?
Scope of context: How to distinguish what is included in the process and what is context?
Context alignment at design time – how to determine the points for integrating context
into processes? Should process and context remain orthogonal/independently modelled?
If the process and event do not share the context, how to convert from one to another?
Context alignment at runtime: How to relate the running process with correct (smart)
context? Which events are relevant for the current instance? How to discover the hidden
context which explains variations in process outcomes?
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In general, BPM platforms are intended for expressive and flexible modelling of (business)
processes while CEP platforms are designed for formulation and efficient detection of patterns
or composite events. One may further view processes as partial ordering of events (i.e.,
a pattern or sequence of events) thereby giving rise to exploiting CEP as an efficient
backend for executing BPM. On the one hand, unlike specialised BPM platforms, CEP has
a loosely coupled architecture using a decentralised messaging substrate that is governed
by publish/subscribe paradigm. As a result, the global state of CEP is distributed in the
decentralised fabric of publish/subscribe (i.e., indirect state), which may have the potential
to provide better compliant support for private data. On the other hand, BPM platforms
rely on central messaging architecture with a tighter coupling among processes that rely
on a more complex interaction and interfaces in comparison to basic publish and subscribe
primitives. As a result, the global state of BPM is directly captured, which further simplifies
the governance of the execution and the quality of service such as message ordering guarantees
and transactional support. These benefits are gained at the cost of central execution of
processes using a specialised (and possibly an ad hoc) runtime.
Therefore, we envision significant opportunities in integrating BPM and CEP platforms
to accelerate the development and reduce the maintenance cost of building the BPM (or
even CEP) engine. At one extreme, the CEP can be used exclusively as an enabler of
BPM by mapping processes into a chain of rule firings that is formulated as a set of
subscriptions/publications (e.g., [1-4]). Thus, the process is now represented as a lightweight,
distributed agent that simply issues a set of subscriptions and publications on behalf of
one or more processes. A weaker form of integration is to exploit the CEP engine only as
notification or messaging substrate while the process execution runtime remains within the
BPM platform. Alternatively, the CEP engine could be used only for the dynamic monitoring
health and progress of processes using the generated events in BPM or the offline mining
of the event log to support functionalities such as compliance and auditing. At the other
extreme, one may explore the role of BPM as an enabler of CEP in order to benefit from the
visual and flexible modelling power of BPM.
The key research problem in this space is to develop a unified event-process model (such
as representing a process as a partial order of events) in order to enable building a unified
engine that can model and execute both events and processes in a scalable, decentralised,
distributed, and secured architecture (possibly by exploiting the inherent decoupling of the
publish/subscribe paradigm).
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The discussion about the nature of process and event distribution yielded a two-dimensional
table: Events can come from either a centralised source (e.g., a single patient monitor
device) or distributed sources (e.g., surveillance cameras). Process management may be
centralised (e.g., performed on a single machine or performed by a single organisational unit)
or distributed, which may be done top-down, where processes are distributed for the purpose of
efficiency, security, etc., or bottom-up. This classification leads to four combinations, namely
centralised events-centralised processes (CECP), centralised events-distributed processes
(CEDP), distributed events-centralised processes (DECP) and distributed events-distributed
processes (DEDP).
An example that illustrates the four combinations involves a hospital that discharges
patients to home monitoring. There is a process for each patient that continuously performs
monitoring of vital signs: temperature, pulse rate, etc. If all is well, the data streams are
stored locally. If a composite event detection indicates a possible emergency condition, an
external event is sent to the hospital. The hospital process is responsible for responding to
emergency events from all patients. This may involve invoking other emergency services such
as sending an ambulance to the patient’s home.
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CECP

The classical scenario in BPM is when processes are executed in a centralised manner.
Specifically, the activities, decisions, and information flow of the business process happen in a
single location. Further, the current scenario considers a situation when events are gathered
and processed in a single location. Following our example, patient data is collected from
wearable devices that the patient carries around. Further, the monitoring process (which we
consider to be a business process) is also executed on the same device. Related work includes
the analysis of small data, i.e. individual event gathering, works by Deborah Estrin, e.g. [1],
and application paper from machine learning on detecting machine breakdowns [2]. From
the BPM perspective, most processes that are considered in the literature except previous
work on distributed processes, are centralised.
Challenges
1. Event data collection (privacy (of patients), trust (how much patients trust us, how much
do we trust machine/patient sensors), new sensors to collect new kinds of data (perhaps
some things are not measurable yet), sample rates (under-sampling vs. over-sampling of
the device)).
2. Event processing (local processing on tiny devices, transmission of data).
3. BPM (process mining in small data devices (e.g. time series analysis) – real-time and
off-line, granularity in analysis of such data: low-level recordings vs. high-level activity
(abstraction gap), workflow recognition (much harder than recognising a single activity),
combining historical data with recently collected data for analytics (short-term vs. longterm)).

3.9.2

DECP

Events from distributed sources are collected and processed by a centralised process, which is
typically a centralised CEP engine. In the hospital example this occurs in a patient monitoring
process. Every patient is equipped with a sensor measuring certain body parameters. If
a combination of parameter values indicates a possible emergency (e.g. internal bleeding:
low temperature, low blood pressure, high heart rate) an alarm is raised. A centralised
monitoring process collects alarm events from individual patients and considers whether to
send notifications to call for more doctors. Related work includes centralised event processing
engines, e.g. Esper, event ordering Pub/Sub [3], and event aggregation in Pub/Sub.
Challenges
1. Out-of-order arrival of events from different event sources causes misdetection of complex
events and thereby corrupts process execution: How can the order of events be guaranteed
or how can misordering be detected?
2. Event loss (identification of lost events, compensation of event loss, high volume of event
data that needs to be processed, high burst rates of events).

3.9.3

DPCE

This scenario refers to a centralised event source but the processes are distributed for loadbalancing purposes. This scenario is critical for applications where fast processing is necessary.
With a high volume stream of events centralised processing becomes a bottleneck. For fast
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processing of events, distributed computing using platforms such as Apache Storm1 and Spark
streaming2 is often necessary. For example, in a hospital, sensor data from patients’ wearable
devices is collected in a centralised location but for faster processing, such as scheduling
logistics, inventory and global decision making, distributed processing is done. Other tasks
like aggregation and top-k may require distribution as well [4, 5].
Challenges
Stock quote matching [6] is an example of a DPCE scenario. Such applications produce
massive-scale streams of events from a centralised location. Analysing them in real-time in a
centralised setting becomes a bottleneck. Faster response times are critical for many business
processes in such scenarios. While distributed platforms such as Storm and Spark streaming
can handle massive-scale streams, their response time needs to be improved. The event
streams in such a scenario apart from being massive are also unpredictable and consequently
require elastic provisioning of resources. Finally since the events are processed in a distributed
fashion, correctness of results must be ensured as well.

3.9.4

DEDP

In this setting, both processes and events are distributed. In our example, the hospital may
be monitoring multiple patients (generating distributed event streams) and has to coordinate
(among its own departments) emergency services, where each department has its own process
model and external services are independent (police, ambulance). This is a setting where
observed event data is incomplete and uncertain (e.g. because of network delays or noisy
sensors). Several approaches exist on how to establish choreographies taking care of criteria
such as consistency between different partner processes, e.g. [7]. Less attention has been
spent on aspects such as change in distributed processes, e.g. [8]. Distribution in CEP
generally refers to parallelised techniques for detecting complex patterns. In this respect,
some efforts have been devoted to generate, given a complex pattern, a query plan that allows
for federation of sub-patterns (from RETE networks [9] and Information Flow Processing
Systems [10] to Intrusion Detection Systems [11]).
Challenges
1. Methods to deal with distributed incompleteness and uncertainty in order to ensure
reliability of process enactment.
2. Methods for resilient data integration are required to improve event completeness and
accuracy.
3. Methods to deal with privacy and security are required.
4. Events may trigger the local processes to change; also affecting the global process, hence
requiring management of ripple effects.
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The scope of optimisations in EP and BPM is large and diverse. A common use of EP is as
a building block or component or a guiding paradigm within a BPM architecture. On the
one hand, process improvements can be based on event data. On the other hand, application
feedback and BPM insights can be exploited to optimise and configure implementation of
the events processing component.
The state of the art covers a large area in a way that could be further systematised. Some
representative works include [1, 18, 17, 6].
Challenge 1: Exploit BPM insight to improve event processing
A growing number of enterprises use complex event processing for monitoring and controlling
their operations, while business process models are used to document working procedures. In
a recent work [15], a method for optimising complex event processing using business process
models was proposed, based on the extraction of behavioural constraints that are used, in
turn, to rewrite patterns for event detection, and select and transform execution plans. This
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work can be extended, for instance, by exploiting constraints derived from data dependencies
between activities. For that, the use of declarative process languages, such as DECLARE,
can be applied. Also, mining techniques can be used to identify common event patterns,
and probabilistic methods can be used to quantify the importance of their appearance as a
further optimisation method.
Challenge 2: Exploit process information to improve Quality of Service (QoS) in event
processing/monitoring
CEP engines can monitor the execution of processes. In this context, we can envision the
exploitation of process-related information to guide the CEP engine and optimise the QoS it
provides. For instance, by knowing which information is more relevant for the stakeholder, the
CEP engine can prioritise the execution of the rules that derive such information. Similarly,
the CEP engine can allocate more resources to the processors that are responsible for
extracting the knowledge that is more critical for the process at hand. Finally, in the case of
bursts, the monitoring engine can also use process information to selectively discard the data
that is less relevant for the process (selective load shedding) to bring back the monitoring
system to its normal operating conditions with minimum impact on the quality of the results
produced.
This involves the following open subchallenges:
Extract/Infer Quality of Service (QoS) requirements from the process specifications
Map the inferred QoS requirements to the CEP queries
Adapt the CEP engine behaviour online to optimise QoS requirements
Challenge 3: Using Complex Event Processing (CEP) methods to better
detect/predict/improve processes at run-time
An important aspect in Business Process Management is the ability to detect anomalies,
predict delays and improve process execution policies in real-time. For example, in hospitals
where real-time data is available, we would like to detect a re-route of a patient, her waiting
time for the next event and the best order in which the patients are to be served. Current
techniques for such run-time analysis rely on models (e.g. process models or machine learning
models) that are fitted to historical data. However, the updated streams of incoming events
provide additional information (beyond the current state of the system). For example, we
may find out that a doctor did not arrive to work on the day of the surgery (current state
assessment), and that all surgeries so far took longer than usual. Using a set of rules based on
CEP, we could invoke an online mechanism (e.g. a heuristic) that would aid with detection
prediction and improvement of running process instances [11].
Challenge 4: Optimising distributed EP and business process execution
A distributed orchestration engine for business process execution can be realised using a
distributed content-based publish/subscribe system [8]. A service discovery mechanism
is provided to automatically perform service composition. By supplying SLAs into the
workflows, the architecture can be monitored and elastically provisioned. In this model,
different execution engines can decide whether to host a needed activity or not, based on
bandwidth, energy, and response time.
A related challenge is to optimise a distributed event-based system informed by business
process execution. By identifying common flows, distributed operators can be placed in
optimised paths. For instance, multiple closely related processes can be co-located on the same
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machine. In addition, vertical scaling of overloaded CEP operators can be identified/predicted
using workflow analysis.
Challenge 5: Use CEP techniques to diagnose/improve/optimise business process
models in offline mode
CEP techniques are most suitable for monitoring, controlling and adapting of business
process execution in online mode. This is very common in sensing or web service situations.
Nonetheless, in industries, especially for manufacturing companies, the adaption of business
process models is not done directly in real time. It is the responsibility of business managers
to diagnose/improve/optimise business process models manually in offline mode. However,
CEP techniques can still help to provide insights into improvement chances of business
process models upon the huge amount of events recorded during the execution of business
process instances. E.g., if a former task A was executed by Tom and the latter task B was
executed by Peter, the duration of the process instance could be very large. If so, it should be
recommended that one resource assignment rule should be added to prevent Tom and Peter
from executing A and B successively. The most important issue in this context is generating
such recommended assignment rules in a systematic and automatic way. For related work,
see [5, 7, 13].
Challenge 6: Distributed query optimisation in BPM, efficient implementation of
non-functional properties in decentralised BPM
A number of core issues in the event processing area such as query optimisation, performance,
and non-functional properties (reliability [14], adaptivity [9], prioritisation) are currently
beyond the mainstream focus of BPM. All those issues could be useful for BPM, however.
For example, CEP considers the fact that event streams originate at different sources and
tries to place different operators on different nodes. Such a distributed query optimisation
could improve the performance of BPM.
Challenge 7: Resource allocation for event-based architectures
A number of business processes involve running event-based architectures in the cloud. An
important optimisation challenge in this context is an adaptive allocation of servers and
bandwidth in the cloud that optimises QoS and reduces the use of resources and monetary
cost. It was proposed in [12] how to perform such an allocation for a pub/sub architecture
supporting social notifications from Spotify.
Challenge 8: Align aspects of declarative languages found in CEP and in BPM
The task of defining a unified framework is still a work in progress for both BPM and CEP
(see [16] and [3], respectively). At the core of this task lies the problem of having an expressive
declarative language that at the same time allows for efficient evaluation. Although the
concept of evaluation is different in the two contexts (event detection in CEP and model
compliance in BPM), there are certainly shared aspects that have yet to be understood.
For example, the study of CEP has derived some formal models that allow to understand
the efficient evaluation of operators (e.g. [2] and [4]). These operators are also present in
BPM (e.g. the “followed by” operator), and therefore a knowledge transfer could lead to new
optimisations in Business Processes. Conversely, BPM models constantly have to deal with
the problem of making model definition accessible to end users, and therefore the community
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has developed graphics representations (e.g. [10]) that could be used in CEP to allow for
simple definition of patterns.
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Traditional business process modelling assumes perfect knowledge of all process executions,
as well as perfect sources of event data. This creates a mismatch between the plan and the
execution, which is affected by sources of uncertainties, such as unreliable sensors, traffic
patterns, weather, etc.
We seek to capture the complexity of data quality, integrate it in business process
modelling, and extract insights for concrete decision-making.
Figure 2 illustrates our top-down approach to enriching business process modelling using
data quality. Two components must be supplied: the standard business process model, with
perfect knowledge and quality, and the specifications for data quality. Combining these
together form a data quality-aware model, which can then be analysed to gain additional
insights on the business.
The first challenge is defining sources of uncertainties, assessing their quality, and capturing
this information in a complete specification format. Sources include the reliability of the event
streams (e.g. ordering, missing events, corrupted events, duplication, latency), consistency of
correlated events (e.g. the same vehicle reported at two different locations simultaneously),
integration issues when fusing various sets of data, or dealing with subjective processes
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Figure 2 Event Data Quality.
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(processes involving human factor). This type of information must be captured in a format
which can be easily read and parsed. For instance, a possibility would be to provide contracts
that each component abides to in XML.
The second challenge is to enrich the standard provided model with the data quality
specifications into a transformed data quality-aware business process model. Currently, there
are no such known models. We envision tools such as probabilistic and possibilistic graphical
models to be adapted to represent processes with probabilistic transitions, depending on the
level of uncertainty. Fuzzy set notation can be used to assign multiple properties to objects
that handled by uncertain sources. For instance, a package inspected by customs could be
30% toy, 70% electronic, which would dictate its processing flow.
The third challenge is to study the quality-aware model and decision making. This
includes worst-case/average-case analysis, model refinement, and improving the reliability of
the event processing system employed (with the associated cost clearly defined).
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Business process models typically capture processes at a high level of abstraction. In contrast,
the logic for processing event streams is typically defined at a lower and more technical level
(e.g. in the form of CEP rules). Specifically, process models operate on the granularity of
activities within a process (e.g. the shipment of a good), whereas event processing operates
on low-level input events that relate to the process (e.g. observing an RFID tag by a certain
reader). We addressed the gap that exists between these abstraction levels of business
process models and complex event processing rules by highlighting challenge areas where a
combination of CEP and BPM could be beneficial. We identified the four challenge areas
depicted in Fig. 3. Our discussions revealed the need for establishing a common ground of
formalisms that unify common concepts from the worlds of CEP and BPM. This common
ground was seen as a key enabler for all discussed challenge areas of combining CEP and
BPM, and for bridging the gap between conceptual models and implementation.
We identified the following main goals, key challenges and opportunities:
Deriving CEP Rules from Process Models (short-term):
Main goal: Automate generation of CEP rules for process monitoring and control
Key challenge: Process models do not provide all the information that may be exploited in
rule generation
Opportunity: Augment process models with CEP constructs for more precise definitions of
events and decision gates
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Using CEP constructs for process mining (mid-term):
Main goal: Get from low level events (e.g. sensor data) to a process model
Key challenge: Applying process mining techniques on low-level events
Opportunity: Use CEP constructs to identify higher level activities from event logs
Enriching Expressiveness of Process Models (mid-term):
Main goal: Bridge the gap between conceptual models and implementation
Key challenge: Events that steer processes are too weakly defined in process models
Opportunity: Use CEP constructs to define events in process models more precisely
Executing Business Processes via CEP Rules (long-term):
Main goal: Seamless scalability, adaptiveness, context awareness, and distributed process
execution
Key challenge: Transformation of imperative and conceptual process models into CEP rules
Opportunity: Support definitions of highly abstract activities in flexible processes with CEP
constructs
Common basis for formalism (long-term):
Main goal: A meta-model for both processes and events
Key challenge: Find fundamental rules to express both control-flow and complex event
patterns
Opportunity: ECA rules may inspire us
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Many modern software applications involve processing, analysing, and reacting to potentially
large volumes of streaming data. Examples of such applications include monitoring systems,
decision support systems, financial analysis tools, and traffic control systems. Designing
and implementing these applications is difficult. Indeed, the streaming nature of the data
demands for efficient algorithms, techniques, and infrastructures to analyse the incoming
information on the fly and extract relevant knowledge from it. To solve this problem, several
event and stream processing systems have been proposed in the last years, both from the
academia and from the industry. These systems typically provide high level languages
to specify how to interpret and transform the input data to produce the relevant results,
and hide data distribution and communication for efficient distributed computation. This
tutorial overviews the state-of-the-art proposals for stream and event processing. Given
the heterogeneity of the proposed solutions, the tutorial introduces a number of models
that isolate and analyse the various design choices behind such systems, and discusses the
implications of such choices.
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Business Process Management: Concepts, Models, Events
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Business process management covers a broad area, ranging from management topics like
process improvement to the formal investigation of behavioural properties to implementation
aspects related to process automation. In this talk, basic concepts in business process
management are introduced. The BPM lifecycle organises major activities, including process
design, automation, and enactment. Models play a key role in this field because they allow
us to investigate processes, to argue about them, and to achieve a shared understanding. The
syntax and semantics of process models are discussed using the BPMN industry standard. It
is shown that events are a crucial aspect in the execution semantics of business processes.
The talk concludes with a presentation of a process execution environment including a process
engine that controls the execution of process instances.
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Management, Utilisation, and Analysis of Instance Data in
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Distributed process settings are a means to describe, implement, and execute business
networks in a process-oriented fashion. Describing and setting up such processes is already a
challenging task. When enacting and executing them a multitude of additional challenges
arise. This tutorial outlines a selection of challenges and possible solutions; they range from
more basic and technical ones such as correlation to advanced utilisation and analysis of data
emitted during choreography execution, for example, for distributed compliance checking and
prediction of change effects in choreographies. The challenges and solutions are illustrated by
means of use cases and projects from different domains such as manufacturing and energy.

4.4

Event Processing

Alejandro P. Buchmann (TU Darmstadt, DE)
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Event processing and push-based systems are at the core of a broad range of applications.
At the same time the development of application systems has lagged because of the difficulty
for users to deal with a new programming paradigm and several open issues regarding
non-functional properties ranging from security, privacy and trust to the management of
large distributed and decentralised systems.
Starting from some examples of interesting applications we will identify open issues that
must be overcome, discuss ideas for integrating event processing with other architectures
and programming styles, and will look at event processing as a key element for self-adaptive
systems.

5
5.1

Overview of Talks
Online Learning for Complex Event Recognition

Alexander Artikis (NCSR Demokritos – Athens, GR)
Creative Commons BY 3.0 Unported license
© Alexander Artikis
Joint work of A. Artikis, V. Micheloudakis, A. Skarlatidis, G.Paliouras
License

Complex event recognition is characterised by uncertainty and relational structure. Markov
Logic Networks (MLN)s is a state-of-the-art Statistical Relational Learning framework that
can naturally be applied to domains governed by these characteristics. We present OSLα
– an online structure learner for MLNs that exploits an Event Calculus axiomatisation in
order to constrain the space of possible structures. Learning MLNs from data streams is
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challenging, as their relational structure increases the complexity of the learning process.
In addition, due to the dynamic nature of event recognition applications, it is desirable
to incrementally learn or revise the complex event definitions’ structure and parameters.
Our empirical analysis on real and synthetic data showed that OSLα learns complex event
definitions orders of magnitude faster than OSL, the structure learning algorithm that it
extends. Moreover, OSLα outperforms event recognition based on manual rules, and, in
some cases, weighted manual rules.
References
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Learning using Background Knowledge Axiomatization. Proceedings of European Conference on Machine Learning (ECML), 2016

5.2

Smart Logistics in Practice – Using Event Processing for
Comprehensive Transportation Monitoring
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Synfioo predicts and visualises delay times in intermodal transports due to external disruptions
such as strikes, tunnel closures and bad weather, using sources like social media, open and
closed API, websites and telematics. Synfioo gives shippers, truckers and transport planners
hours of advance warning, leading to significant savings in an industry where minor supply
chain disruptions can cost millions.
The Synfioo GmbH results from the EU project “GET Service” for green logistics
with 9 partners from industry and research (2012–2015). The technical background are
both business process management and complex event processing. Furthermore, Synfioo
implements machine learning techniques for its predictions.

5.3

Predictive Task Monitoring: Processing Flight Events to Foresee
Diversions

Claudio Di Ciccio (Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, AT)
Creative Commons BY 3.0 Unported license
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2016.
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Identifying flight diversions in a timely manner is a crucial aspect of efficient multi-modal
transportation. When an aeroplane diverts, logistics providers must promptly adapt their
transportation plans in order to ensure proper delivery despite such an unexpected event. In
practice, the different parties in a logistics chain do not exchange real-time information related
to flights. This calls for a means to detect diversions that just requires publicly available data,
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thus being independent of the communication between different parties. The dependence
on public data results in a challenge to detect anomalous behaviour without knowing the
planned flight trajectory. Our work addresses this challenge by introducing a prediction
model that processes events bearing only information on an aeroplane’s position, velocity, and
intended destination. This information is used to distinguish between regular and anomalous
behaviour. When an aeroplane displays anomalous behaviour for an extended period of
time, the model predicts a diversion. A quantitative evaluation shows that this approach is
able to detect diverting aeroplanes with excellent precision and recall even without knowing
planned trajectories as required by related research. By utilising the proposed prediction
model, logistics companies gain a significant amount of response time for these cases.
References
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Springer, September 2014.
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methodology for the engineering of event-driven process applications. In Manfred Reichert
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Information Processing, pages 501–514. Springer International Publishing, 2016.
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Smart Landscape: The Rugged Internet of Things
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Different to smart city proposals, we target the harder problem of a ‘smart landscape’ in
which disconnectedness due to remote locations and harsh operating conditions are common.
This talk introduced the issues encountered when using IoT and event processing to help
support safer working environments in hazardous work contexts. It particularly highlighted
the need for identifying event patterns that are not known a priori as no historic event logs
exist and dedicated observation of accidents is not a viable option. We have begun to explore
the options of combining process approaches in combination with complex event processing
techniques.
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5.5

BPM in Cloud Architectures: Enabling the Internet of Things
Through Effective Business Processes Management with Events
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In today’s cloud-based enterprise systems, many business processes rely on service-level
agreements (SLAs) to manage interactions with partners and suppliers. SLAs determine
revenue, cost and customer satisfaction, but implementing and monitoring SLAs is often
a manual and error-prone effort. Companies struggle with how to express, track, verify,
manage, and enforce SLAs. This is further exasperated by our rapidly increasing reliance on
“everything connected” to track supply and demand across global supply chains.
This talk presents a powerful enterprise process management architecture that manages
SLAs across the entire supply chain and enterprise system life-cycle. Our approach leverages
events available at every layer of the enterprise software systems stack to efficiently manage
business process and interactions. Questions such as the following are addressed: Where
is the value in real-time process monitoring and how does it work? Which technologies
and design patterns are most effective for monitoring SLAs in real-time? What run-time
adaptation and performance optimisations are practical to implement in business processes?
What architecture can enable the above?
This talk is based on findings resulting from our PADRES Events & Services Bus
(http://padres.msrg.org) and eQoSystem (http://eQoSystem.msrg.org) research projects.

5.6

D2Worm – A Management Infrastructure for Distributed
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In this talk, we revisit D2WORM, a Distributed Data-centric Workflow Management system.
D2WORM allows users to (1) graphically model data-centric workflows based on the GuardStage-Milestone (GSM) meta-model, (2) automatically compile the modelled workflow into
several fine-grained workflow units (WFUs), and (3) deploy these WFUs on distributed
infrastructures. A WFU is a system component that manages a subset of the workflow’s
data model and, at the same time, represents part of the global control flow by evaluating
conditions over the data. WFUs communicate with each other over a publish/subscribe
messaging infrastructure that allows the architecture to scale from a single node to dozens of
machines distributed over different data-centers.
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Explicit Subscription for Enabling Event Buffering
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Catching an event from inside a business process requires the prior subscription to some event
producer such as a CEP-engine or a pub/sub broker. Between the moment of subscription
and the moment of catching, multiple (possibly complex) events can occur. Current modelling
languages for business processes only allow an abstract specification of event catching, but
lack the notions to specify:
1. The subscription to specific, possibly complex, events from specific event producers.
2. The way multiple occurrences are handled and the order in which events are caught.
We propose to extend BPMN in order to overcome these shortcomings, centred on the
explicit notion of a buffer: A buffer holds the (possibly complex) events that occur between
subscription and catching, and allows the retrieval of its contents based on a buffer policy.

5.8

Associative Composition of Stream Processing Processes
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Large stream based systems as well as (business) processes are usually composed of more
elementary components. So, composition is a fundamental structuring principle of such
systems and processes.
A system or a process is in general composed of many components. Examples include
supply chains or systems with components that are composed along with an adapter. Composition is assumed to be associative in these cases, i.e. for components Ci it is assumed that
(C1 + C2 ) + C3 = C1 + (C2 + C3 ). This, however, requires a careful definition of components
and their composition. We suggest quite a general such setting.
Based on the observation that a component frequently has two partner components in
a composed system, we suggest the interface of a component to consist of two ports, with
each port consisting of any set of labeled elements. Composition C1 + C2 is then defined by
“gluing” elements of the right port of C1 with equally labelled elements of the left port of C2 .
As an application we consider a more general version of van der Aalst’ workflow nets,
where in C1 + C2 , some events of C2 may already have occurred while some events of C1 have
not yet started. We show that this composition retains the important property of soundness.
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5.9

RichNote: Adaptive Selection and Delivery of Rich Media
Notifications to Mobile Users
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In recent years, notification services for social networks, mobile apps, messaging systems and
other electronic services have become truly ubiquitous. When a new content item becomes
available, the service sends an instant notification to the user. When the content is produced
in massive quantities, and it includes both large-size media and a lot of meta-information, it
gives rise to a major challenge of selecting content to notify about and information to include in
such notifications. We tackle three important challenges in realising rich notification delivery:
(1) content and presentation utility modelling, (2) notification selection and (3) scheduling
of delivery. We consider a number of progressive presentation levels for the content. Since
utility is subjective and hard to model, we rely on real data and user surveys. We model the
content utility by learning from large-scale real world data collected from the Spotify music
streaming service. For the utility of the presentation levels we rely on user surveys. Blending
these two techniques together, we derive utility of notifications with different presentation
levels. We then model the selection and delivery of rich notifications as an optimisation
problem with a goal to maximise the utility of notifications under resource budget constraints.
We validate our system with large-scale simulations driven by the real-world de-identified
traces obtained from Spotify. With the help of several baseline approaches we show that our
solution is adaptive and resource efficient.

5.10

Real-time Explorative Event-based Systems
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This talk covered formulating subscription as natural language, and subsequently, translating
the imprecise natural language formulation to a precise query language (such as SQL or
complex-events) followed by applying query/subscription expansion techniques to find all
relevant (both historic/recent) publications in order to faithfully capture user’s intention.
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Process mining is a rapidly developing field that aims at automated modelling of business
processes based on data coming from event logs. In recent years, advances in tracking
technologies, e.g., Real-Time Locating Systems RTLS), put forward the ability to log business
process events as location sensor data. To apply process mining techniques to such sensor
data, one needs to overcome an abstraction gap, because location data recordings do not relate
to the process directly. In this work, we solve the problem of mapping sensor data to event
logs based on process knowledge. Specifically, we propose interactions as an intermediate
knowledge layer between the sensor data and the event log.
We solve the mapping problem via optimal matching between interactions and process
instances. An empirical evaluation of our approach shows its feasibility and provides insights
into the relation between ambiguities and deviations from process knowledge, and accuracy
of the resulting event log.
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Publish/subscribe (pub/sub) is a popular communication paradigm in the design of largescale distributed systems. A fundamental challenge in deploying pub/sub systems on a data
center or a cloud infrastructure is efficient and cost-effective resource allocation that would
allow delivery of notifications to all subscribers. In this work we addressed the answers to the
following three fundamental questions: Given a pub/sub workload, (1) what is the minimum
amount of resources needed to satisfy all the subscribers, (2) what is a cost-effective way to
allocate resources for the given workload, and (3) what is the cost of hosting it on a public
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provider like Amazon EC2.
We evaluate the solution experimentally using real traces from Spotify and Twitter along
with a pricing model from Amazon. Using a variety of practical scenarios for each dataset,
we also show that our solution scales well for millions of subscribers and runs fast.
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Challenges of Data Integration in Cross-Organisational Processes
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Modern logistic companies enjoy a broad choice of IT products that can automate their
business processes. The product examples include telematics solutions, software applications
enabling communication within a company, and applications enabling integration with
partners. However, small and medium enterprises often remain very conservative: they run
their processes on disintegrated proprietary IT solutions, if any. This talk described the
technical and organisational challenges that logistics companies face when they integrate
their processes with other businesses.

5.14

Repairing Event Logs
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The aligning of event logs with process models is of great significance for process mining
to enable conformance checking, process enhancement, performance analysis, and trace
repairing. Since process models are increasingly complex and event logs may deviate from
process models by exhibiting redundant, missing, and dislocated events, it is challenging
to determine the optimal alignment for each event sequence in the log, as this problem is
NP-hard. Existing approaches utilise the cost-based A∗ algorithm to address this problem.
However, scalability is often not considered, which is especially important when dealing
with industrial-sized problems. In this paper, by taking advantage of the structural and
behavioural features of process models, we present an efficient approach which leverages
effective heuristics and trace replaying to significantly reduce the overall search space for
seeking the optimal alignment. We employ real-world business processes and their traces to
evaluate the proposed approach. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach works
well in most cases, and that it outperforms the state-of-the-art approach by up to 5 orders of
magnitude in runtime efficiency.
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A CEP system produces a stream of complex events from an input stream of events based
on a query. The distribution of event producers raises the problem that the arrival order
deviates from the production order of events: The input stream of a CEP system is thus
not inherently ordered by time stamps. Purely adhering to the arrival order leads to a
deviation between the computed and the desired output stream of complex events: Some
complex events in the output stream are incorrect, others are missing. The problem is to
achieve correctness and completeness while preserving low latency and feasibility for real
time applications. One approach is that of aggressive query evaluation: Upon the detection
of an out-of-order event, one invalidates and delivers the incorrect and missing complex
events, respectively. Our research focuses on improving this approach by analysing the query
at design time, and applying the analysis results to increase the performance at runtime.
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In organisations, business process modelling is very important to report, understand and
automate processes. Organisations usually have unstructured documents related to their
business processes, which can be very difficult to understand by process analysts and
developers. The extraction of process models from natural language text may contribute to
minimise the effort required during process modelling. This research proposes an approach to
generate process–oriented text from text in natural language. In particular, to investigate the
structure a text in natural language must present so that process models can be extracted
from that. As practical result this proposes the development of an open-source tool to
support: (i) the automatic selection of business process relevant information from text in
natural language; (ii) the extraction of process models from business process-oriented text.
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The publish/subscribe paradigm is known for its loosely coupled interactions and event
filtering capabilities. Traditional applications using pub/sub systems require large-scale
deployment and high event throughput. Thus, pub/sub has always put the emphasis on
scalability and performance, to the detriment of filtering expressiveness and quality of service.
The matching language is usually limited to topic-based or content-based event filtering and
does not allow complex stream-based subscriptions to be expressed. Messages are delivered
on a best-effort basis without any ordering or reliability guarantees.
Recently, modern pub/sub applications such as online games, social networks, and sensor
networks, have specifications which extend beyond the basic semantics provided by standard
systems. Installing additional services and event processing systems at the endpoints can
overcome these limitations. However, we argue that such solutions are inefficient and put
an avoidable strain on the pub/sub layer itself. Therefore, the focus of our work is to
develop integrated solutions to extend pub/sub language expressiveness and quality of service,
as well as demonstrate that this approach results in better performance from a holistic
perspective. The methodology and technical insights from this line of work can contribute to
the integration of event processing and business process management.
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